
SUMMARY i 

The obstruction of a blood vessel cornmanly caused by the fortnation of a 

tlwombus, is a major cause of acute myocardial infarction (AMl), which is a Ieading 

cause of death in the developed nations, and is ranked third after AIDS and lower 

respiratory infections in the developing countries. Timely treatment with thromboI~rtic 

drugs that includes pl~ysiological activators, tissue-piasrninogen activator @-PA), 

urokinase (UK) and many of their recombinant forms, have been proven to reduce the 

mortality rates in AMI. Another class of thrombolytic dmgs includes t h e  bacterial 

activators, streptokinase (SK) and staphylokinase [SAIL). Both the physiologicical and 

the bacterial activators target, plasma protein human plasminogen (HPG): which is the 

zymogen form of plasmin (HPN). The mode of action of these activators is however 

diffesent as the physiological activators are the proteases and directly cleaves the 

scissile peptide bond in HFG (Arg561-Va1562) and convertirg it into a bi-chain 

protease HPN. The bacterial activators however, are not enzymes even though the 

name (strepto-"inase') suggest so; rather they bind with a high dEnity with either 

HPG or W N  and modifies the substrate specificity of HPN in complex 

(SK.HPG/HPN). HPN has broad substrate specificity but lacks fhe ability to activate 
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its own zyrnogen and this seems 90 be a regulatory ~nechanism of the mammalian 

system to prevent nan-specific protealysis in the plasma. However, pathogenic 
1 

organisms have devised ways to intervene this tight regulation and SK secreted by 
5 

Srreprococces eqlrisin~ilis binds and induces confornational changes in HPG, 

drastically changing its substrate preference without altering its active site (Markus 

and Werkheiser, 1964). The activator complex SK,HPG*&IPN becomes specific only 

for the  activation loop of substrate HPG and HPN in complex also becomes refractory 

t~ its physiological inhibitors. Thus it seems that once SK recruits HPGMN then it is 

the SK that governs the  functionality of the HPN molecule. 

The mechanism of action of SK activation of the partner molecule HPGMN 

has been an investigative issue since last few decades and extensive biophysicaI and 

biochemical studies have been done, The main focus of the studies has been mainly to 

decipher the mode of interaction of the domains of SK with the partner molecule. The 

mutagenesis and deletion studies and studies with the various truncated versions of 

!- SK defined few regions in the tlbree domains of SR that were crucial for binding of 

1. partner HFG (Njhalani and Sahni, 1995; Young et aL, 1995 & 1998; Parratdo ec aI., 
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199% Fay and B o k h  1998; Nihalani et aL, 1998). The crystal structure of SK (Wang 

et al., 1998) with catalytic domain inof PN i.e microplasmin (yFN), resolved in 1998, 

proved many of the earlier biochemical findings and aIso provided many new insights 

regarding fhc mode of binding of the three domains of SK [namely, a, P and y) 

mund the active site of partner PN. Further studies were done to understand the 

macromolecular substsate specificity of EPN in complex with SK (Nihalani et al., 

1998; Boxrud et at., 2000 & 2001; Parry ef al., 2000) and suggested that SK in 

complex with partner WN, expresses new sites other thaxl the active site of the 

complex called kxosites" that probably assists in the substrate docking and also 

might regulate the substrate specificity. However, the molecular detaiIs of 

contributions made by the activator complex SK.HPN, involved in substrate 

'recognition' and processivjty still needs to be investigated further. This insight into 

the mechanism of action of SK with W G  would help us to understand the protein- 

protein interactions phenomenon, a mechanism that forms the basis of most of the 

mammalian system's pathways. 

The biochemical studies have assigned roles to the three domains of SK md 

the majority of the mutagenesis studies were done for the N-I2-teminal a domain, 

The single domain and bi-domain studies of SK showed tkat the a domain alone is the 

only domain that has some activity of its own (Loy et al., 200 I) compared to the other 

two domains that showed negligible PG activation activity. The crystaI structure data 

(Wang et al., 1998) is also suggestive of the role of a domain in substrate recognition. 

The crystal structure data however does not necessarily give complete information 

; about the SK domains interaction, as the central P domain that has been suggested to 

be least interacting domain with the partner PN's catalytic domain (pPN>. However, 

the mutational studies have identified the 250 loop @har et al., 2002) in the P domain 

that bas been suggested to be interacting with the substrate kringle domains. The 

studies done with lysine analogues have suggested the P domain to be involved in 

lysine dependent interaction with HPG Phar  et al., 2002), while the a domain has 

been suggested to be involved in l y s k  independent interaction with 'HPG (Bean et 

The extensive mutagenesis studies in a domain have suggested its significance 

in the functioning of molecule yet no definitive epitope could be defined. The findings 

of250 loop in the P domain indicated that there might be similar e p i t ~ l s  in ather 
. 



domains too that might be involved in substrate interaction. The structure of a domain 

of streptokinase (SKI shows two prominent swface-exposed loops namely, 45-70 

loop and 88-97 loop. The role of these loops in macromolecular substrate capturing 

and processing was explored through their selective deletion and mutagenesis. The 

co-factor activity against substrate HPG (human plasminogen) of each loop deletion 

mutant was then investigated employing their I:1 complexes with human plasmin 

(EEPN), 'While no significant activity change w a s  observed when the central 12 

residues (I348 to K59) of the 45-70 loop were deleted (S&14b59), the complete 

deletion of the 88-97 loop (S&e[88-97) however, caused a nearly 100-fold drop in co- 

factor activity compared to that of native SK.HPN. Although circular dichroism 

studies of the full-.-length S&18s-97 did not show any structural changes, the spectrum 

of the isolated a domain of the mutant (a-deisw7), &d reveal some detectable 

alterations compared to amwild type. Hence, a more conservative deletion mutation of the 

loop was constructed in which the native residues ole 88 and Tyr 97) flanking the 

loop were retained (%&189-9&Iy), This SK mutant, as well as its isolated a domain 

construct, d i k e  that from S&18&97, was indistinguishable b m  their wild-type 

counterparts as observed by CD, Steady-state kinetic studies with the HPN-complexes 

of these 88-97 loop mutants, however, showed a nearly 4-fold drop in and a slight 

increase in K, for hll-Iength HPG. Similar results were observed wifh the structmd 

s M i e s  of the substitution mutants of the loop where the intact Ioop was constrained 

by deliberate insertion of a $turn (SKSS-97-BeEaTud. Real-time ternary complexation 

studies using Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) were then carried out to fist 

! examine the formation of binary complex between the partner W G  and various 

i' deletion and/or substitution mutants of 88-97 loop. All the mutants except the SGrls8. 

9, showed near native like & values. The binary/ enzyme complexes were then 

investigated for their interaction with substrate i,e ternary binding of either full-length 

'HPG, or Kringles (Kl-5) or the isolated s h e  protease domain of HPG used as the 

analytes, The I& values, were increased significantly by around 3-fold, with both 

G and pPG as ligates, in comparison with that of native SK.EIPG, In contrast, their 

ary interactions with the isolated five-kringle domain unit of plasminogen (K1-5) 

owed Kd values compara0le to that seen with the native SK.HPG complex. Thus 

ggesting that the change$ observed in substrate activation is emanating fiom the 

atalytic domain alone of substrate HPG. Overall, the results reveal that w e  88-97 



loop of the a domain of SK is involved in the interaction of the activator complex 

with the serine protease domain of substrate E-IPG. 

SK is a multi-domain protein md not only the domains of SK have the flexible 

structures, rather there are flexible regions inter-connecting those three domains. The 

rde of the two inter-domain linkers has never been studied before. However, fie 

linkers role has been established for many multi-domain enzymes and in many cases 

were found to be hvoIved in the regulating the function of the enzyme and in some 

cases they behaved just Iike the covalent connectors. So we thought of investigating 

the hc t ion  of the two linkers of SK, which were flexible, surface exposed and 

composed of charged and hydrophilic residues. In order to assess the role of these 

inter-domain linker regions, we construckd a series of substitution, deletion md 

addition mutants of the two Tiers  of SK. The resultant mutants' were studied for 

their ability to interact with HI% and generate a stable binary complex, leading to 

functional plasrninogen activator capability. To investigate the. sequence specificity of 

the linkers at their respective loci, the two linkers were swapped amongst themselves 

i.e linker 1 (between a and P domains) 'space' swapped with Linker 2 (between an8 

y domains) and vice versa. The resultant construct (SKlid-linr) exhibited very low 

activily and huntd out to be highly susceptible to plasmin-mediated proteolysis, 

compared to native SK. However when Iinker 1 sequence was substituted with linker 

2 sequence, the construct (having two W r  2 sequences, SKrinz-rsz) retained a high 

level of native-like activity, while SK mutant with two linker 1 sequences ( S K I ~ I - I ~ ~ ~ )  

exhibited a 10-fold lower activity compared to native SK. The two Hnkers were then 

completely substituted with 9 conseqtrtive glychie sequences expected to favow an 

extended flexible conformation. The resultant Iinker 1 poly-gly insertion construct 

( ~ ~ ~ i ~ l . ( ~ ~ ~ )  remined 2-fold less activity compared to nSK, while tbe linker 2 

construct ( s&~<~[~;) )  lost nearly a11 its activity.  he optimal length of linkers was 
i 

then studied by the deletion constructs and the results show that deletion of three 

residues from linker 1 resulted in a nearly Cfold decreased activity, while a similar - 

> - deletion in Sinker 2 ~ ~ I t e d  in d&rease in activity by about 10-fold compared with 

native SK. Deletion of residues beyond three residues in either of the Iinkers resulted 

in markedIy decreased stability of the molecule against proteolysis, and a v i d l y  

. complete loss of activator activity. The Iength of the linkers was increased by 

, - insertion of different pentapeptide sequences. The inseaion of pentapeptides having 
\ i'.YAC I . , . . 
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propensity for adopting an extended confomtion (SAESG) resulted in no effect on 

the activity of either linkers and the constructs behaved native like. However, 

Insertion of sequences known to adopt rigid conformation (PPPPP) though had no 

inordinate effect on the activity of linker 1 mutants, however, such insertions into 

linker 2 caused upto 10-foId  ducti ion in activity. Overall, these observations suggest 

that (i) the functioning of the interdomain linkers of SK is lengthdependent in that 

the depletion of native length in either linker beyond 3 residues is detrimental for the 

hctionalify and integrity of the SR molecule, (ii) Smker 1 is relatively more tolerant 

to insertions md sequence alterations, and appears to function primarily as a covalent 

connector between the a, and p domains, and (iii) the native linker 2 sequence is 

virtually indispensable for the activity of SK probably because of structural and/or 

flexibility features required for the positioning of the P and y domains of SK for 

optima1 enzyme-substrate interactions during catalysis. 

The three domains of SK molecule works in synchrony and the Smkers helps 

in establishing the communication between the three domain wtxich is cruciaI both 

during the activator complex formation and also in maintaining ex=temive 

intermolecular contacts with the substrate. The binding of SR to PG is suggested to 

induce exosites on the activator surface, however due to the complexity of system it 

w a s  not easy to define the residues involved in exosite generation. Hence to decipher 

the residues in SK domains that might be involved in macromo~ecdat substrate 

recognition and hence facilitating its activation, the random mutagenesis approach 

was adopted for C-terminal half of SK. The screening of the random clones so 

generated, has revealed some key residues, both in the and y domains, that appear to 

be essential for the functioning of SK. Many singIe residues were identified that 

decreased the activity of SK by an order of magnitude. The mutants identified were 

either single or multi-site which were dispersed over both P and y domains. The P7 

sheet of the domain of SK was found to be crucial in substrate activation. The 

selected mutants suggested tbat P domain residues namely, ~ e u ~ ' ,  ~ l u ~ ~ ~ ,  Amx5, 

kp2", II~~'', ~ ~ 8 " ,  ~ a 1 ~ ~ ~  and ~eu' '~ ,  K~", play a crucial role in HPG interaction. 

Same of these P domain residues also seemed to be involved in making an activator 

compkx with the parher as indicated by their altered Pathway I i.e zyniogm 

activation, Residues identified in y domain essential for functioning of SK were 

mainly concentrated in the coiled coil region viz. M19, Asp'22, ~ r g l ~ ,  
1 
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kg3': ~ e u ~ ~ ' ,  ~m~~~~ GI?, ~ s ~ ~ ~ ,  ~e?: and  is"' . Mutant S b m ,  ~ 2 4 0  

showed more than I00 fold decrease in activity compared to nSK, though the 

construct was able to generate an active site in the partner molecule similar to nSK 

Mainly these mutants identified in the y domain were perturbed w.r.t their interaction 

with the subs&ate PG as their ability of opening an active site in p m e r  molecule 

remained intact. Thus, the residues identified from the random mutagenesis study 

were not only limited to the flexible regions of the two domains but were distributed 

over the seconhy structure elements of both the domains, The results of the present 

study suggests that the action of the tridomain SK follows a muIti-point; dependent 

interaction with both the partner and the substrate HPG, and it is probably this 

multiplexity in SKJPG's interaction with its macromolecuIar substrate that allows it 

to attain the very high catalytic effjciency compared to other bacterial PG activators, 

such as SAK, which has only one doma'm 


